out of four times at bat is the administration's latest batting average...
FOUR times in the past three weeks the administration has come to bat on the issue of academic freedom, and four times it has whiffed ... and Old Man Technicality is the strike-out artist.

1) It banned outside speakers from ASU meetings - on a "technicality."
2) It banned Bob Burke from speaking at the College - on a "technicality."
3) It banned Earl Browder and Harry Laidler from speaking - on a "technicality."
4) It banned a Student Council protest meeting on Burke - on a technicality."

BUT ... the College team refuses to be licked by a decrepit old pitcher with a glass arm.
SO ... we are sending in a pinch-hitter in the form of a mass protest meeting at noon today on the campus. Let's show our solidarity with the Columbia boys striking to reinstate Burke. Let's retire the other team with a giant rally today.

ALL OUT FOR THE CRUCIAL SERIES
AND ... if you want to see a swell pre-game exhibition, go down to the Columbia strike at 11, but be back in time to fill our own bleachers.